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CONTEXT
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15 credit Level 7 module focused on Student Support and Personal Tutoring4 taught days (Jan-Feb each year)Supporting Moodle sitePart of MA in Academic PracticeOne of the modules accredited by Advance HE /HEA which makes up the PG Cert. programme leading to FHEA.Participants are a mixture of tenure-track academic staff (maj. from City; min. from other HEIs), Graduate Teaching Assistants / Visiting Lecturers; other external participants mainly from healthcare settings). Up to 40 participants able to register per year.New group-work assessment introduced AY 2017-18. Students asked to work in discipline-aligned but otherwise self-selected groups (4-6 members) to produce to design an infographic poster on a jointly agreed aspect of student support/personal tutoring aimed at informing others in their context. This receives a group mark (currently 50% of final grade) and then individually participants write a 1k word reflection on the group’s choices, their own contribution, etc., which supplies the other 50%.Two iterations have now been run.



RATIONALE

• Increase variety in assessment 
modes

• Give hands-on experience of 
summative group work

• Increase appreciation, lessen 
fear, validate use of group 
work assessment
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To vary MA participants’ experience of assessment a/c the programmeNew assessment replaced a 3k word essay (+ve=reflect and suggest enhancements to practice; -ve=no useable outputs/new skills). They undertake similar formal writing tasks for several other modules. To give participants hands-on experience of participating in a group work assessment. Why was this needed?Assessed group work notoriously difficult for students to engage in and for staff to facilitate successfully (Martin Davies, 2009; Soetanto and MacDonald, 2017) especially if part of a ‘blend’ with online/distance learning (Smith, et al, 2010).‘Teamwork’ is pretty much always in the top 10 of ‘skills employers want’ (https://www.kent.ac.uk/ces/student/skills.html). Pressure to prepare students more effectively for the workplace means more group work encouraged in curricula (Berry, 2007). Aimed to give direct experience of group assessment:to increase participants’ knowledge of the assessment mode provide experience from the ‘other side’ for staff who might be getting their stus to do assessed group work, increase their empathy with how difficult it can be and as a result enhance their own practices (and student success).Encourage appreciation of the benefits of group assessment, lessen fear of them and validate continued use.Observe us role modelling how it could be facilitated effectively and learning from our successes and our mistakes.



TECHNOLOGY AND 
LEARNING SPACES

FROM DESIGN TO DELIVERY…
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How did we move from design (the blueprint in the module spec and set of assessment criteria) to delivery?What kind of poster did we want the participants to design? (Why did we need to answer this question?)The design docs presented a mixed message. On the one hand it sounded like we wanted an academic conference-style poster; one the other, the suggestion was that the visual output should be more immediate, capable of being decoded without the traditional interlocutor. In other words, an ‘infographic’. We decided that we wanted the students to design an infographic poster that viewers could engage with without someone having to explain it to them (this was the dealbreaker).How did we make sure that the assessment was ‘valid’? (i.e. make sure it did not test graphic design skills rather than critical engagement with key issues in student support and personal tutoring)We selected a technology solution – Venngage (https://venngage.com/). Infographics program with a wide array of templates. Variability in the design and tech skills would be evened out by the use of the program (as well as by virtue of this being a group assessment with a variety of skillsets amongst the participants). What about the learning space(s) we had available?We have four face-to-face taught days and a dedicated Moodle. Choice of physical accommodation for the taught days is limited due to timetabling constraints. However, I made sure that for one out of the four days we had a large PC lab booked. This enabled the Ed Tech team to present sessions on infographics and demonstrate Venngage. It also allowed the groups to spend time working together on their developing ideas in class time. Providing such class time is vital to the success of group work (will come back to this). Moodle was carefully set up to reflect the group work requirements. Students are put into their groups on Moodle. This means they can be emailed as groups if necessary and that they can have dedicated spaces online to work together (forums, etc.). 



SCAFFOLDING THE ASSESSMENT
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Scaffolding (Bruner based on Vygotsky, see Wood et al, 1976) is absolutely vital in making a success of group work. So much group work doesn’t work well or as expected because neither students nor staff recognise how much work is required to get it off the ground, to keep its momentum going and bring it to a successful conclusion. Some things we did to scaffold our group work assessment:Provided taught sessions on infographics and Venngage.Provide dedicated class time for participants to work together in their groups, both on the assignment but also on other module activities/discussions to build group coherence and trust. One afternoon was set aside for participants to work together on their developing posters. This is ideally positioned on the third teaching day after they’ve undertaken some independent work fact-finding in their schools/settings about what information and support is provided (or not) on SSPT. They spend the whole of the first day forming and then sitting and working in their groups. It is important however, not to overdo this – feedback from the first iteration showed that the participants liked being in their groups but wanted to get to know others on the course too. This was was changed in Yr 2 and there wasn’t as much mention of it in evaluations. As well as being set up for group work, activity on Moodle is role-modelled by the module leader who posts regularly on the main forum from before the module starts and in the group forums as soon as the groups have formed. This seemed to encourage a good rate of participation from the students, something that other departmental colleagues (who get copies of Moodle posts) comment on positively. This year, the group that used Moodle proactively the most and from the earliest point produced the highest scoring assessment overall.



PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK

HOW COULD THIS MODULE BE 
IMPROVED? 

“Poor choice of assessment, group work to 
produce a poster has not helped with learning. 
Not practical for busy lecturers either.”

“Perhaps making the group assessment optional”

“I do not feel that the poster & report is relating 
to the module title & expectations”

“More time to work on our poster designs using 
the programme”

“Maybe we should have had more time to work on 
our posters using the technology here at City”

WHAT ARE THE BEST FEATURES OF 
THIS MODULE? 

“Being pushed to use Venngage and not rely on 
powerpoint for post[er] design.”

“Having to work as a team, rather than doing task 
individually (real test of strength, but useful 
experience!)” 

“Type of assessment (Essay + poster)”

“Opportunities for group discussion and group work”

“Working with a group of people that we already knew”

“The groupwork with peers was very helpful & 
engaging” 
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What we’ve learned so far…ObservationsThe basic observation was that the poster assessment worked well. All participants participated activity in the group formation and ‘bonding’ exercises and undertook independent work outside class to supplement face-to-face engagement. This ranged from Skype calls to desk research the findings of which being uploaded on Moodle group forums. The biggest issues in presentation were some groups becoming overlarge and group work posing challenges to some participants with learning differences – of which more later.Feedback2017-18-ve (How could this module be improved?) “Poor choice of assessment, group work to produce a poster has not helped with learning. Not practical for busy lecturers either.”“The use of a group summative assessment model for professionals who already work in teams and are time poor is inappropriate”“Although it[’]s useful to work in teams from own area such as health, law, etc, it is good to mix with people from other disciplines and I would like more opportunity to do this”“Maybe more group activities?”“Perhaps making the group assessment optional”+ve (What are the best features of this module?)“The poster making session + feedback”“Chance to do group work and engage with other members of group”“Being pushed to use Venngage and not rely on powerpoint for post[er] design.”“Having to work as a team, rather than doing task individually (real test of strength, but useful experience!)”“Giving the time for groups to discuss the poster and what the aim/focus of it should be”“The opportunity to discuss our posters as a group and with our assessor.”2018/19+ve (What are the best features of this module?)“Really enjoyed interaction and group work”“Type of assessment (Essay + poster)”“Opportunities for group discussion and group work”“Working with a group of people that we already knew”“The groupwork with peers was very helpful & engaging”“Good use of group work”“Group discussions and interactions”“Very interactive. Loads of in class discussions which is great”“Opportunity to work and discuss issues in a group”“Good groupwork opportunities”“Introduction to Venngage software – opportunity to work together as group”“Groupwork is engaging and the outcome is useful. The poster is a good way to present which is a new learning experience for me.”“Team-work”-ve (How could this module be improved?)“I do not feel that the poster & report is relating to the module title & expectations”“More time to work on our poster designs using the programme”“Maybe we should have had more time to work on our posters using the technology here at City”“Poss[ible] more time in computer lab”Student-Staff Liaison Committee, June 2019Students enjoyed making the posterFor the poster though some students felt some members were carried by the group and got a good mark for doing nothing.Also some people can do too much and take overIt was suggested that perhaps the written piece comprise more the overall mark?



REFLECTIONS 
AND NEXT 
STEPS…

• Techniques of blended learning

• Scaffolding and its ‘tipping points’

• Group formation

• Group project management and support

• Inclusive practice

• Criticality
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Techniques of blended learningIt is tricky to balance blended learning. Too much online and participants start to comment that its gimmicky or ‘for the sake of it’. Not enough online support can attract negative comment if group members are physically distant from each other during the period between taught days. Scaffolding and its ‘tipping points’There can be a fine line between scaffolding and ‘spoon feeding’ and it is important to dismantle the scaffolding as the course of learning progresses. Dispersing the groups for taught days 2 and 4 contributed to this, as did a lessening of tutor engagement online once the groups had got used to each other and were working together effectively. It is, however, important to step back in if disharmony suddenly affects a group!Group formationI’ve found it has worked well for us to allow groups to form themselves. I specify they should form a group based on things in common – discipline, workplace, type of role – and try and place a lower and an upper limit on group size. Other than that, it’s up to the participants. I allow a short grace period whereby they can change group if they let me know no questions asked. I also say that, if problems develop, they should let me know, we can talk about it and groups can be changed. I didn’t need to do this in year 1 but I did this year.Group project management and supportOnce groups are up and running, the majority organise themselves effectively and complete the project successfully. One group became too large this year and had to be split in two quite late in the module. Both new groups achieved quite differently in the final assessment. One of the particular challenges of this assessment type is to make sure that those with learning differences are catered for effectively. I and the teaching team took careful notice of provided ‘information for departments’ but these are rarely successful alone. One participant was proactive and asked for targeted support. Another participant encountered problems but didn’t seek help directly. I need to give more thought to this for next year. I would like, if possible, to design an alternative assessment that can be requested by participants with learning differences and am going to discuss with our Disability team over the summer. Other issues that came up re. groups included after-the-module feedback (SSLC so several months after) where participants articulated a reluctant to report things having ‘gone wrong’ in their groups in their individual reflective reports (in part designed to do allow this). These issues belatedly reported were to do with power imbalances i.e. certain individuals ‘free loading’ in or ‘dominating’ groups.Next steps…Inclusive practiceLiaise with Disability team re supporting – proactively – participants with learning differences and disabilities.CriticalityRevise the assessment criteria once more to increase the requirement for evidential support to be shown on posters and for a higher level of criticality to be demonstrated in the individual reports. 



QUESTIONS…?

To what extent do staff-participants benefit from undertaking group-
based assessments as part of undertaking a teaching qualification such 
as a PG Cert.?

How far do the benefits for students of participating in group work 
outweigh the burdens on staff of delivering it in HE?

When are the key points where students need support when 
undertaking a groupwork assessment and why do you think this is?

In what ways can technology enable and enhance students’ experience 
of and promote their success with groupwork assessment?

How can issues around information literacy for academic staff be 
addressed in a professional development context?

How can group work succeed as inclusive practice? 
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A selection of posters from AYs 17/18 and 18/19
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